Sea-Legs™ Limited Warranty – 2020
7918 Kerber Blvd
Chanhassen, MN 55317 USA

A WARRANTY FORM MUST BE FILLED OUT BY THE DEALERSHIP AND SUBMITTED TO SEA-LEGS AT THE ADDRESS ABOVE TO INITIATE THE WARRANTY COVERAGE.

The only warranty the company provides and the only warranty the dealer is authorized to provide is as follows:

- We warranty products sold by us to be in accordance with our published specification or those specifications agreed to by us in writing at the time of the sale.
- In order for this warranty to be in effect, installation must be done by an Authorized Sea-Legs dealer.
- Our obligation and liability under this warranty is expressly limited to repairing or replacing, at our option, within two years after the retail delivery, any product not meeting specification.
- The first year warranty covers parts and labor; work must be performed at the nearest authorized Sea-Legs dealer.
- The second year warranty covers parts only; work must be performed at the nearest authorized Sea-Legs dealer.
- All parts covered under warranty must be sourced directly from Sea-Legs. We do not cover parts not provided by Sea-Legs.
- Parts replaced after warranty has expired carry a 90 day warranty from in-service date.
- We make no warranty, express or implied, and make no warranty of merchantability or of fitness for any particular purpose.
- Our obligation under this warranty shall not include any transportation charges or costs of installation or liability for direct, indirect or consequential damage or delay.
- Product or parts for which a warranty claim is made are to be returned freight prepaid to our factory.
- Any improper use, operation beyond rated capacity, substitution of parts not approved by us, or any alteration or repair by others in such manner as in our judgment affects the product materially or adversely shall void this warranty.
- No employee or representative is authorized to change this warranty in any way or grant any other warranty without express written permission by Sea-Legs.

Sea-Legs reserve the right to make improvement changes on any of our products without notice.

When warranty is limited or not applicable:

Warranty on hoses, cylinders, pumps, switches, electrical components, bolts or other trade accessories are limited to the warranties made by the respective manufacturer and not by Sea-Legs. Remote control warranty is void in the event of physical damage on the printed circuit board, intrusion of water or liquids, or if “warranty seal” is removed.

-------------------(Complete and Mail to Address Above, Fax to 952-934-7001, or email operations@sea-legs.com)-------------------

Sea-Legs Customer Warranty Form

Customer Name: ________________________________
Address: ______________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
Email Address____________________________________
Make/Model of Boat: ______________________________
Pontoon Serial Number: __________________________
Asset Tag #1: ______________
Asset Tag #2: ______________
Asset Tag #3: ____________ (triple toon only)
Asset Tag #4: ____________ (triple toon only)

Installation Date: _____________________________
Dealer Name: _______________________________
Address: ____________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________

How did customer hear about Sea-Legs?

____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
Sea-Legs Operating Instructions

**CAUTION:** RAISING AND LOWERING OF PONTOON COULD RESULT IN SERIOUS INJURY OR DEATH. MAKE SURE THAT PEOPLE AND PETS ARE CLEARLY AWAY FROM THE SEA-LEGS, AND UNDERSIDE OF THE BOAT, WHEN RAISING OR LOWERING THE PONTOON.

Sea-Legs Remote Control Operating Instructions

To activate the remote transmitter, press and hold down the “On” Button for a few seconds. For safety reasons, the transmitter powers off after 2 minutes of inactivity.

**Twin Tube Version**

- **Boat Up** – Raises both front and back of pontoon simultaneously.
- **Boat Down** – Lowers both front and back of pontoon simultaneously. Alarm only sounds using this function.
- **Front Up** – Raises front of pontoon
- **Front Down** – Lowers front of pontoon
- **Rear Up** – Raises rear of pontoon
- **Rear Down** – Lowers rear of pontoon

**On Triple Tube Version – Same as above Plus**

- **Passenger Up** – Raises the Passenger side of the pontoon up
- **Passenger Down** – Lowers the Passenger side of the pontoon
- **Driver Up** – Raises the Driver side of the pontoon
- **Driver Down** – Lowers the Driver side of the pontoon

**ADDITIONAL NOTES:** For Operational video, tips and tricks, and troubleshooting go to [www.sea-legs.com](http://www.sea-legs.com) then click on product information then click on learning center.

1. As your pontoon rises, it will move FORWARD, in a cantilever motion. Allow ample clearance in front of boat while rising.
2. In most cases the rear of the pontoon will raise slightly slower than the front because it is heavier. Also due to every lake bottom being a different slope, you will need to level the boat using the appropriate individual leg controls. Similarly, when you lower your pontoon, the rear may come down faster.
3. Your Sea-Legs remote control receiver unit has a set of toggle switches which operate the front and rear legs directly. If your remote can not be used (e.g. misplaced or forgotten), lift the seat cushion the pump is installed under. The receiver unit will be the blue faced box, typically mounted next to the pump.
4. If your remote control transmitter becomes wet, let it sit for a few minutes to allow it to dry naturally. It is not like dropping your cell phone in the water, it will work again.
5. If you should lose or permanently misplace your Remote Transmitter, it can be replaced. Call your Sea-Legs dealer who can assist you with the purchase.
6. Remember that the transmitter is a battery operated device. To ensure uninterrupted operation, we recommend changing the battery at the beginning of each boating season.
7. An alarm will sound when the Sea-Legs are fully retracted beneath the pontoon deck by use of the boat down function.
8. When checking fluid level make sure the legs are in the fully retracted position, oil in reservoir should be within a couple inches of completely full.
9. Sea-Legs recommends a minimum of 850CCA or 1000MCA Marine STARTING Battery, if pontoon is equipped with a battery switch make sure selectors is on both /all batteries before operating.
10. For safety reasons there is a resettable in-line fuse located on the red battery cable going to the battery.